
CONSEQUENCES OF GENETIC LINKAGE (1) 

Consequences du linkage genetique 

Consecuencias del ligamiento genetico

R. E. COMSTOCK *

In a symposium on quantitative genetics in the context of animal production 
the natu ia l centers of in terest are rates and limits of progress in population 
improvement program s. Prim ary attention in this paper will be devoted to the 
way in which lim its are affected by genetic linkage and how this relates to opti
mum procedure in anim al breeding. If any justification for this focus is required, 
it is provided by the fact tha t maximizing the lim it of response to selection will' 
generally speaking, maximize rate  of response as well **.

Typically, anim al breeding program s involve some form  of recurrent selection 
in landom  breeding populations with the object of maximizing either: (a) produc
tive perform ance in the population itself or, (b) combining ability w ith another 
specific population or set of populations. Maximum perform ance in the selected 
population is achieved by fixation of the most favorable available allele at all 
loci except those, if there are any, a t which the best possible genotype is a hetero
zygote (overdominance loci). Maximum combining ability is also achieved by 
fixation of a particu lar allele a t each locus though in this case the m ost favorable 
allele will vary depending on the allele that is or will be fixed in the other 
population(s). Assuming that selection will be for combining ability when there 
is a substantial am ount of overdominance, the usual genetic goal will be to fix 
a particular allele a t each gene locus. Is follows that the effect of linkage can 
reasonably be investigated in term s of the probability of fixation of favorable 
alleles.

(1) Miscellaneus Journal Paper No. 1526, Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.
Genetics & Cell Biology Department, 250 Bioscience Center, University of Minnesota 

St. Paul, Minnesota 55108, United States.
Increasing selection intensity, beyond its optimum relative to response limit is 

a known exception to this rule in so far as early response rate is concerned.
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Background

Probability of fixation

K imura (1957) improved the theoretical base for our present understanding 
of limits in selection programs. His contribution was to derive the approxim ate 
probability of fixation of an allele as a function of s, the selective advantage of 
the allele; N, the effective size of the population and q,„ the initial frequency 
of the allele. Assumptions are two alleles per locus, N  and s constant over ge
nerations and independent assortm ent and no epistasis in so far as the gene in 
question is concerned. In the case of additive genes his expression simplifies 
to the now fam iliar form,

1   g  - 2 N s q

[x (<?„) = ---------------  W
1 —  e ~ 2 N s

The m ore general expression is considerably less am enable to num erical analy
sis or m anipulation for theoretical purposes. I t is w orth  noting, in this connection, 
tha t when the favored allele is partially or completely dom inant, its probability 
of fixation is always a little higher, given the same values of Ns and q0, than  it 
otherwise would be.

Robertson (1960) capitalized on K imura’s development in his illum inating ana
lysis of lim its to response in artificial selection program s.

Linkage; disequilibrium

The m ost fam iliar measure of linkage disequilibrium  is

D = / (B, Bj) f (b, b,) - U B ,  b,) f (b,  Bj)

where B, and bi represent alleles of the i-th gene and f  (B, bf) is the frequency 
of the gamete which contains the B allele of the i-th gene and the b allele of 
the j-th gene. The rate at which D decreases in an infinite population when there 
is no selection is well known to be as indicated in the expression.

D, = D„(1— c)' [2]

where c is the probability of recombination between the genes and t is time in 
generations. We know that linkage disequilibrium  will be present in populations 
created by crossing pre-existing populations tha t differ genetically even though 
these parent populations are themselves at linkage equilibrium. We also know 
linkage disequilibrium results from  m igration and random  drift. H ill and Robert
son (1968) and Ohta and K imura (1969) investigated the magnitude of disequili
brium  that is associated with random drift.

Joint effects of selection and linkage

Investigations by m athem atical analysis and by com puter simulation, supple
m ented by various amounts of theory, have been conducted and reported.

In general, the strictly m athem atical studies have dealt w ith only two loci and
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have assum ed sufficient population size to justify ignoring random  drift (see, 
for example, Lew ontin  and K ojima, 1960; F elsenstein , 1965; B odmer and F elsen- 
stein , 1967; or K arlin and Feldman, 1970). Feldman et al. (1974) have extended 
this sort of analysis to three loci. The prim ary objective in these investigations 
has been to discover whether equilibria involving linkage disequilibrium  and 
segregation at both (or all three) loci can occur. They do not relate directly to 
the problem s of anim al breeding, prim arily because they asume very large 
population sizes but also because no more than three genes have been considered. 
However, at some future date it may be recognized that the key to «plateaued» 
populations was inherent in the results of these two and three locus investigations.

Computer sim ulation investigations reported include those of Fraser (1957), 
M artin and Cockerham (1960), Latter (1966), H ill and Robertson (1966), R obert
son (1970) and Franklin and Lew ontin  (1970). All but the last dealt w ith genes 
having completely additive effects. Fraser showed that response to selection could 
be drastically reduced by tight linkage and strong repulsion linkage disequilibrium. 
Martin and Cockerham dem onstrated the less obvious fact tha t reduction in res
ponse results from  linkage even though the population is initially at linkage 
equilibrium. They did not clarify the extent to which this effect of linkage was 
a function of population size. Franklin and Lew ontin dem onstrated, for very 
large populations, th a t given heterozygote advantage at many loci and sufficiently 
close linkage (probability of recombination between adjacent loci in the neigh
borhood of 0.003), extrem e linkage disequilibrium is developed along w ith an 
apparently stable polym orphism  a t the chromosome or part chromosome level. 
While theirs was an extremely interesting result, it is unlikely tha t it has actual 
biological significance. Such data as those of R obinson et al. (1955), M oll et al. 
(1964) and Gardner (1963) argue strongly against the am ount of overdominance 
assumed in the F ranklin and Lew ontin simulation, particularly since the high 
levels of heterosis and inbreeding depression associated w ith grain yield in corn 
suggest tha t this trait, if any, might reflect over dominance.

The com puter studies m ost relevant to animal breeding are, in my opinion, 
those of Latter, H ill  and R obertson, and R obertson. It is in these tha t the 
interrelations among relevant param eters have been m ost fully developed. Howe
ver, all three were restricted  to additive genes with initial linkage equilibrium 
and it is only R obertson (1970) who attem pts to deal with a total genotype in 
a way that enables a view of the possible total impact of linkage on the effecti
veness of a long-time breeding program. I will return  later to R obertson’s con
clusions bu t it will be useful a t this point to present his m inimum list of param e
ters required for understanding the linkage problem in the special case of additive 
genes having equal effects and equal initial frequencies. The list includes:

1. The effective size (N ) of the population.
2. The num ber of genes (n). This is the num ber of segregating genes having 

effects on the tra it that is the object of selection.
3. The difference, between the two homozygous genotypes of a locus, in effect 

on the tra it (a).
4. The initial frequency of the desirable allele (q0).
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5. The intensity of selection (t). This is the selection differential in standard  
deviations of the selection criterion.

6. The phenotypic variance (V) of the selected tra it.
7. The map distance between adjacent loci (c).

It should be noted that five of these (N, a, i, <r2 and q„) are required for use 
of equation (1) to obtain the probability of fixation of an allele tha t assorts 
independently of others. Three (a, i and <r2) are required to find s using the 
fam iliar approximation, s = ia/<r, first given by H aldane (1931).

The num ber of loci (n ) is significant because, given a specific genome map 
length, there will be an inverse relationship between n and the average value 
of c. If n is small, c values will be larger on the average and linkage less likely 
to have a significant effect on response to selection.

N um ber of genes

The num ber of segregating genes that have effects of some consequence on 
a specified tra it will be referred to in this m anuscript as the gene num ber for 
that trait. I t  is well known that only rough estim ates of gene num ber are availa
ble for any tra it and tha t for most tra its in farm  anim als none are available. 
Moreover, the estim ates that have been made vary considerably.

R oberts (1966) and R obertson (1967) estim ated gene num bers to be 10-20 for 
growth in mice and sternopleural bristle num ber in Drosophila, respectively. 
R obertson (1970) expressed the view that «the effective num ber of genes on indi
vidual chromosomes will probably be less than  10». This would mean tha t the 
average value of c would be in the range 0.05 to 0.1. I t  was not clear from 
context whether R obertson had reference to gene num ber for a single quantita
tive tra it or for the collection of tra its that contribute to to tal productive perfor
mance of a species. In my own opinion, we will do well to  use a larger gene 
num ber for over-all performance in livestock than the one offered (see above) 
by R obertson.

E nfield (1973) placed the minimum num ber of genes for pupa weight in 
Tribolium  at 150. Comstock (1973) reported 100 as the m inimum num ber for growth 
in mice. In  both cases the population involved had been initiated from  a cross 
of highly inbred lines which means that the num ber of segregating genes may 
have been very considerably (30 to 50 percent) less than in the general population 
from  which the parent lines had been derived. Falconer (1971) proposed about 80 
genes for litter size in mice. Considering the physiological complexity of such 
quantitative tra its as growth, milk production, egg production, etc., I find it 
difficult to imagine that the total num ber of genes affecting any one of them  
is any very small number.

Finally, we m ust remember that, as anim al breeders, we cannot focus on any 
single tra it but m ust instead be concerned w ith all the genes affecting all the 
traits tha t contribute to net worth  of the animal. With this in mind, I suggest 
that we cannot safely assume less than 500 segregating genes w ith non-trivial 
effects. Employing this with total genome lengths of 1,000-2,000 centimorgans, we 
have 0.02-0.04 as the average recombination frequency (c) between adjacent genes. 
The observations on reduction over generation tim e of genetic variance arising
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from dominance in design III  studies of grain yield in corn (M oll et al., 1964, and 
Gardner, 1963) and pupa weight in Tribolium  (E nfield et al., 1969) are consistent 
with the proposal tha t average c-values are in the 0.02-0.04 range.

Population size in animal breeding programs

R obertson (1970), H ill  and R obertson (1966) and Latter (1966) all found that 
the reductions in  response limits that result from  linkage are  inversely related 
to population size, m ore specifically to the product, Nc. This is not surprising 
in view of the relationship between random  drift and linkage disequilibrium. It 
means tha t linkage will have significant effects in small populations (when c is 
small enough) bu t not in sufficiently large populations and tha t it is logical for 
this paper to be focused on the magnitude of linkage effects given values of N  
that are reasonable for breeding programs. It becomes, therefore, particularly 
relevant to inquire how large population size should be if there were no linkage 
effects to w orry about.

Let me propose as a first approximation that N  should be sufficient so that 
the probability of fixation would be ^  0.9 for any allele for which a ^  0.01 P 
(where P =  the population mean performance) and q„^0 .1 . This is given approxi
m ately by equation (1) if s can be supplied. The ratio, tr/P, is as large as 0.2 for 
various tra its  and may well be that large for net worth. Given a/P  =  0.01 and 
ff/P = 0.2, we have a/a  — 0.05. Then in a program  in which selection is such 
that i =  1 (selection of around 40 percent would give this intensity), we would 
have *

s = ia / a = 0.05

Of course if i were larger or <r/P smaller, s would be larger. However, it is 
apparent th a t if a /P =  0.01, s will be in the neighborhood of 0.05 in many breeding 
program s. I am content to  use s =  0.05 for our present purpose.

Substituting 5 =  0.05 and qa = 0.1 in equation (1) we find tha t p(q„) = 0.9 if 
N  =  230. This will seem very large (perhaps unattainable) to m any of you. It 
would require a m inim um  of 60 sires per generation. Perhaps the criterion sug
gested is too stringent. Table 1 shows the required values of N  given various 
values of a /P and q„.

TABLE 1

P opulation size (IV) required to make probability of fixation =  0.9, 
ASSUMING iPa / = 5

a /  P**

Qo 0.01 (0.05) 0.015 (0.075) 0.02 (0.10) 0.025(0.125)

0.1 230 154 115 92
0.2 115 77 57 46

** Corresponding 5-values given in parentheses.

* The expression, s = ia /  a, is specific for selection among individuals based on their 
own phenotype for the desired trait. However, it will serve the present purpose of setting 
a rough minimum to desirable effective population size in foundation breeding programs.
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I t will be w orth noting that approxim ation of s can also be approached in 
a way tha t involves gene number. Assume linkage equilibrium , no epistasis and 
two alleles per locus and consider a locus tha t contributes l /m  of the total 
additive genetic variance when all allele frequencies are 0.5. Then a2/ 8 =  h2a2/m  
(where h2 =  heritability) from which we obtain.

a

<7

in1 | 8 /;’
------  s o  th a t  s  =  i  ------
m | m

Table 2 lists values of s /i  obtained using this expression.

TABLE 2

V a l u e s  o f  s/i g iv e n  b y  s/i = >J ih2/m

m

h! 100 200 500

0.1 0.089 0.063 0.040
0.2 0.126 0.089 0.056
0.4 0.180 0.126 0.080

If all genes have equal effect m  =  n, the num ber of genes. Observed herita- 
bilities are likely to be less than they would be if all allele frequencies were 0.5. 
Thus the portion of Table 2 having to due with h2 =  0.2 and h2 =  0.4 may be most 
relevant. For these heritabilities and m = 200-500, the range of s values in Table 2 
is about the same as that indicated in Table 1.

If we accept the idea that a breeding program  should involve a sufficiently 
large effective population size so that alleles having a significant effect (1-2 per
cent of the population mean) will have a high (0.9) probability of fixation, we 
find tha t N  in the range, 60-240, is required. This is consistent with the call by 
B arker (1969) for large effective population size in animal breeding programs.

Details of available evidence

Latter (1966) investigated (by computer sim ulation) the effect of linkage 
between two additive genes having equal effects, a /c  =  0.5, and initially in linkage 
equilibrium. He used 10 percent selection w ith N  = 5, 10, 20 and 40. The value 
of i would have been about 1.75. Thus s =  ia/o  was 0.87, much greater than 
w hat I would consider average for genes significant in anim al breeding. Initial 
gene frequency varied w ith N, being chosen to m ake progress expected in absence 
of linkage equal to  70 percent of the maximum possible; i. e., to make \i{q„) =  
=  qa +  0.7 Earlier work (L atter, 1965) had indicated tha t the im pact of
linkage would be near maximum when initial gene frequency was so chosen. The 
facts from  his data that are m ost directly relevant to the issues of this paper
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can be sum m arized in term s of reductions in response caused by linkage. They 
were as follows:

R esponse  red u ctio n due to  linkage  ( in  %)

N Qo c =  0.01 c = 0.05

5 0.156 15.7 9.6
10 0.073 17.2 8.5
20 0.035 12.7 2.7
40 0.017 4.2 0.3

T h e  r e d u c t io n  w a s v e ry l i t t le  a t  th e  la r g e s t  p o p u la t io n  size .

H i l l  a n d  R obertson (1966) in v e s t ig a te d  th e l in k a g e  o f  tw o  a d d i t iv e  g e n e s  in
g r e a t e r  d e ta i l  b u t , l ik e L a t t e r , w ith  in i t ia l  l in k a g e  e q u i l ib r iu m .  T h e y  e m p lo y e d
Ns v a lu e s  r a n g in g f r o m 2 to  32 w h ic h  s p a n s th e  r a n g e  t h a t  is  s u g g e s te d  a b o v e
as relevant to anim al breeding programs. They found the greatest reduction in 
probability of fixation in the case of a gene linked with another having greater 
effect. In  these instances the probability of fixation of the favorable allele will larger 
effect was reduced very little, if at all, by the linkage. The greatest reduction 
that they reported in probability of fixation of the lesser gene was about 50 per
cent. This occurred w ith Nc  ^ 1 /4  and when q„ for the gene with larger effect 
was about 0.8/Ns. As the initial frequency of the large effect gene moved up from 
this point, the reduction in fixation probability of the lesser gene rapidly de
creased. Given Ns values in the range that has meaning in animal breeding 
program s 10 for the genes w ith greater effects), 0.8/A/s would be less than 0.1, 
which is to say that the potentially large reductions in fixation probabilities will 
occur only when a linked larger effect gene is at very low initial frequency.

The largest reductions observed in total response (as reflected in the trait 
mean) for the two genes was of the order of 20 percent w ith N c ^  0.25 and equal 
effects of the two genes. Given a program  with 60 this would call for c == 0.0042. 
With Nc = 1 .0  the indicated total response reduction was around 9 percent.

What emerges from  the H i l l - R o b e r t s o n  study is that, given initial linkage 
equilibrium, no very great deviations from additive gene effects and populations 
of a size that is reasonable for animal breeding programs, two gene linkages are 
not likely to have a substantial over-all effect on limits of response to selection. 
Though in particu lar circum stances the response reduction may be as much as 
twenty percent, these circum stances are ra ther special — equal gene effects, 
c <  0.005 and q„ around 0.01 a t both loci.

R o b e r t s o n  (1970) presented the results of a very large study aimed at assess
m ent of the effect of linkage on response to selection when the total genotype 
is considered. Both m athem atical analysis and computer sim ulation were involved. 
The m ajority  of his w ork assum ed equal and additive effects of all genes, equal 
initial allele frequencies and initial linkage equilibrium. However, some attention 
was given to variation in gene effects and in initial allele frequencies. R o b e r t s o n  

sums up by expressing his personal view «that the effects of linkage... are much 
less than I had expected and less than might be assumed from  discussions of 
linkage in the literature®. He did add some qualifications and I rem ind you that 
he estim ates the num ber of genes to be less than w hat I have earlier in this
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m anuscript. However, he reports that assuming genes equally spaced along the 
chromosome, the response limit can be expressed in term s of L J L f and N1 where 
L„ is the response lim it when there is no recom bination (c =  0), Lf is the response 
limit given independent assortm ent (c =1/2) and 1 is chromosome length. He was 
able to evaluate L.JL, theoretically and then obtained estim ates in conformity 
by simulation. His theory indicated that with N1 =  40, the maximum reduction of 
the response lim it by linkage would be of the order of 10 percent. We should 
note that w ith N  =  60 (the lower end of the range tha t I have suggested may be 
reasonable for breeding programs), N1 would be 40 or greater for all chromo
somes tha t are 67 centimorgans or longer.

The studies reviewed above did not deal w ith situations involving either do
minance or initial linkage disequilibrium but both are realities for animal breeding 
and call for attention. Dominance or partial dominance of favorable alleles is 
indicated by the heterosis and inbreeding depression seen in some of the im por
tan t economic tra its  of livestock and a certain am ount of linkage disequilibrium 
is encountered in all programs aimed at improving breeds by introgression (mi
gration) from  others or at developing new breeds from  foundations form ed by 
crossing two or m ore existing breeds. Many of these efforts have been unsuccessful 
and part of the failures were no doubt due to inadequate effective population 
size.

Ho (1973) focused a com puter simulation study on response lim its in the case 
of a population formed by crossing two homozygous lines, the situation in which 
the greatest linkage disequilibrium is encountered. His sim ulations made a/a  = 
=  2/11 and i =  0.78 so that s was 0.14 (for all loci). The portions of his data that 
will be shown here have to do with genes linked in sets of five w ith c =  0.02. 
Results were obtained for all possible F, linkage configurations (11111/00000, 
11110/00001, 11100/00011, etc.), sixteen in all. Letting x  =  the probability that any 
locus heterozygous in F, received the favorable allele from  line A, frequencies 
were obtained for use in averaging response lim its over configurations. For 
example, the 10101/01010 configuration could arise in  two ways w ith the total 
probability, x3 (1— x)2 +  x2(l — x)3. Note tha t x indicates the relative genetic values 
of the parent lines; if x =  0.5, the lines are equally good bu t if x =  0.8, line A is 
homozygous for the favorable allele at 80 % of the loci a t which the lines differ. 
His estim ates of reduction in the response lim it were as follows for N  =  40:

X R ed u ctio n  (% )

0.5 15.9 + 1.1
0.6 19.5 + 1.4
0.7 24.0 + 1.7
0.8 29.8 + 2.2
0.9 36.8 + 3.2

The reduction listed is that by which response beyond the level of the best parent 
fell short of the same difference given independent assortm ent.

A point of special interest is that given a considerable genetic difference 
between two populations a breeder would norm ally prefer to backcross once to 
the better population before starting selection so tha t the initial perform ance
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level would be higher. For the independent assortm ent case, Ho discovered that 
if N s is large enough so tha t m ost of the potential response can be achieved, 
the response lim it will be alm ost the same starting from  the backcross as from 
the F:. However, the response reduction due to linkage was considerably greater 
when the backcross was used if x was greater than 0.7.

To learn something about the extent to which the effect of linkage could be 
offset by increasing N, Ho estim ated the response reduction of the m ost trouble
some configuration (10101/01010) for different TV's. Results were as follows:

N Reduction (%)
20 60 + 4.1
40 32 + 4.4
80 11 + 2.9

It is quite clear that, averaged over all configuration the reduction at N = 80 
would be small (probably less than 5 percent) even w ith c =  0.02.

Ho also used the 10101/01010 configuration to investigate the effect of domi
nance. Given dominance the response reduction was always less. As an example, 
in the N  =  40, c = 0.02 case, the reduction was 32 % for additive genes and only 4 % 
when the favorable allele was completely dominant.

E p i s t a s i s  a n d  l i n k a g e

This presentation has been devoted entirely to non-epistatic models but it 
would not be appropriate to close w ithout a few words about epistasis despite the 
fact that there is nothing I can say with certainty. Intuition tells me that the 
kinds of epistasis tha t do not involve changes in the value rank of alleles in 
response to changes in allele frequencies at other loci can have little bearing on 
the actual im pact of linkage. I t  is true that relating the selective advantage, s, 
of an allele to its ultim ate effect, a, on net worth may in epistatic situations 
overestim ate the m agnitude of s in early generations. However this is a charac
teristic of epistasis w hether linkage is present or not: it is not a problem intro
duced by the fact of linkage.

Given the o ther class of epistasis (multiple peak epistasis) where the value 
rank of alleles m ay change in response to allele frequency changes at other loci, 
it seems likely that w ith linkage, as without, recurrent selection will lead to the 
ascent of one of the peaks. W hether linkage would alter the probability that the 
peak ultim ately approached will be the highest is a question concerning which I 
see no basis for speculation. If not, it would appear that the im pact of linkage 
on response limits would be of the same order of magnitude as in the cases of no 
epistasis or the sim pler type of epistasis.

SUMMARY

I have chosen to  focus: 1) on limits of response to selection, arguing tha t there 
is a high correlation between lim its and rates of response, and 2) on reduction
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in response limits likely to result from genetic linkage when effective population 
size (/V) is as large as it should be when all effective genes are segregating 
independently of each other. I have proposed that this size should be no smaller 
than 60 and quite possibly as large as 200 or more.

It is clear from  evidence available that linkage reductions in response limits 
vary inversely w ith effective population size and appears that, given additive 
genes and initial linkage equilibrium, these reductions will almost certainly be 
small (less than 10 percent) when N ^ 6 0 .  When initial linkage disequilibrium is 
extreme the reductions will still be small when 60 if initial allele frequencies 
are near 0.5. Linkage reductions in response lim its appear always to be decreased 
as the result of dominance of favorable alleles and can of course be reduced by 
increasing N.

The greatest problem created by linkage will be encountered in program s 
where the objective is to transfer a few useful alleles to a superior population 
from one which is quite inferior in over-all perform ance. This is an im portant 
problem, because of its relation to germplasm resource policies, which deserves 
further study.

The support, and continuity of support, of efficient breeding program s with 
effective population size as large as I have suggested is clearly problem atical in 
non-socialist countries (and may be in socialist countries). Almost certainly it 
will not be achieved unless the responsability for long-range genetic improvement 
is vested in the public sector.

RESUME

J ’ai choisi de vous parler: 1) des limites de la reponse a la selection, se basant 
sur le fait qu ’il y a une forte correlation entre lim ites et vitesse de reponse, et 2) de 
la reduction en limites de reponse qui probablem ent resulterait du linkage genetique 
lorsque la grandeur effective de la population (N ) est aussi grande qu’elle devrait 
etre quand tous les genes effectifs se separent independam m ent les uns des autres. 
J'ai propose que cette grandeur ne soit pas plus petite que 60 et de preference aussi 
grande que 200 ou plus.

De l’evidence obtenue il semble clair que les reductions de la liaison aux limites 
de reponse varient inversement avec la grandeur effective de la population et aussi 
que, etant donne les genes additifs et l ’equilibre initial de la liaison, ces reductions 
seront tres certainm ent faibles (moins que 10 %) lorsque N  60. Quand le desequi- 
libre initial de la liason est a l’extreme, les reductions seront toujours faibles lorsque 
/V 60 si les frequences initiales des alleles sont au tour de 0,5. Les reductions en 
limites de reponse semblent toujours diminuees, du a la dominance des alleles favo- 
rables, et peuvent, bien entendu, etre reduites en augm entant N.

On rencontrera le plus grand probleme cree la liaison genetique dans les pro
grammes ou le bu t est de transferer quelques alleles utiles d ’une population assez 
inferieure a une population superieure. Ceci est un probleme im portant, vu ses 
relations avec les programmes des resources de germoplasme, necessitant une etude 
plus approfondie.

L’aide, et l’aide a long terme, de program m es efficaces d'elevage avec grandeur 
effective de population aussi elevee, suggeree ci-dessus, est clairem ent problem atique
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chez les pays non-socialistes (et peut-etre chez les socialistes). Presque certainm ent 
cele ne sera pas accompli a moins que la responsabilite pour une am elioration gene- 
tique a long term e ne soit assumee par le secteur publique.

RESUMEN

El au tor ha enfocado su trabajo: 1) sobre los lfmites de la respuesta a la 
selection, arguyendo que existe una alta correlation entre los lim ites y los niveles 
de respuesta, y 2) sobre la reduction en los limites de respuesta de acuerdo con 
lo que resulta del linkage genetico cuando la poblacion efectiva (N) tiene un 
tamano suficiente como el que debe tener cuando todos los genes efectivos se 
segregan independientem ente unos de otros. Propone que este tam ano no sea 
m enor de 60, y si es posible, que llegue a 200 o mas.

Parece claro, a p a rtir  de la evidencia disponible, que las reducciones del liga- 
miento a los lim ites de la respuesta varian inversamente con el tam ano efectivo 
de la poblacion, y tam bien que, teniendo en cuenta los genes aditivos y el equili- 
brio gametico inicial, estas reducciones han de ser ciertam ente pequenas (menos 
del 10 %) cuando N  60. Cuando el desequilibrio gametico inicial es extremo, las 
reducciones podran perm anecer siendo pequenas cuando IV 5  ̂60 si las frecuencias 
alelicas iniciales estan proximas a 0,5. Las reducciones del ligamiento en los limites 
de respuesta parecen decrecer siempre como resultado de la dominancia de alelos 
favorables y pueden reducirse indudablemente si se increm enta N.

El mayor problem a causado por el ligamiento se encontrara en los pro- 
gram as cuyo objetivo es transferir unos pocos alelos utiles a una poblacion supe
rio r a p a rtir de o tra notoriam ente inferior en rendimiento total. Este problema 
es im portante a causa de sus relaciones con la problem atica de los recursos del 
plasm a germinal, que exige un estudio posterior complementario.

El apoyo, y la continuidad en el, de programas de cria eficientes con tamanos 
efectivos de poblacion tan grandes como el autor ha sugerido es claram ente pro- 
blematico en los paises no socialistas (y puede ser que tam bien en los socialistas). 
No podra ser logrado, casi con toda certeza, hasta que la responsabilidad de la 
m ejora genetica de amplios horizontes no llegue a insertarse en la consciencia 
del sector publico.
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